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Ideas?  

● How both Sci-fi and Fashion involve concepting and 
imagining the world's they’ll live in. 

● How the clothing speaks to their worlds
● Where they draw their inspiration from and how they 

play off each other. 
● What the future holds for Fashion & Sci-fi and where 

trends are heading.
● Without each other both industries wouldn’t be the 

same. 



Science Fiction Fashion usually falls into two 
categories. 

● Futuristic and Progressive  World - (Starwars, Startrek, Hunger Games, 
Avatar, Total Recall, Prometheus, The fifth element)

● Dystopian World - (Mad Max, Back to the Future, Demolition Man, Blade 
Runner, Matrix, Robocop, Death Race) 

The clothing in these films speak about the world and are critical to the story of 
the world. 



Kanye Wars
How science fiction influences fashion



How the real world influences 
Sci-fi film and stories. 



Creating a 
Narrative

Alexander McQueen, a famous 
designer created this fashion line based 
on a Dystopian Narrative. Global 
warming and melting icecaps 
condemned humans to a life 
underwater. This is  an example of how 
science fiction and fashion go hand and 
hand. When designers create shows 
they create a whole storyline behind 
the clothing that inspired it. 



Helping the story

In the hunger games there is almost a 
caste system. Where the outer districts 
are poor and dress in dirty ripped, 
dystopian like clothing, while the 
residents of the Capitol dress in very 
outlandish ways. Their clothing is 
similar to victorian era clothing even.





Tech in 
Fashion

Tech being introduced into concepts of 
future fashion. Transforming dresses 
and new technologies being considered. 





conclusions
- Highlight the connections between Sci-fi films / 

stories and fashion and how they influence each 
other. 

-  Tech in fashion / Inspired by Sci-fi
- Trends from Sci-fi
- What the future holds for both



Sources
- https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/costume-and-culture/2013/aug/09/how-sci-fi-fashion-changed

(Dr Barbara Brownie leads online postgraduate study for MA Graphic Design and MA Illustration, and is director of the professional 
doctorate programmes DFA (Doctor of Fine Art) and DDes (Doctor of Design) lecturer in Visual Communication who blogs about costume, 
culture and identity.

- http://www.dazeddigital.com/fashion/article/24871/1/the-ultimate-sci-fi-fashion-moments
- http://www.trendhunter.com/slideshow/scifi-fashion
- http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-164303/Sci-Fi-fashion.html
- http://www.vogue.com/13428859/sci-fi-fashion-trends-barbarella-balenciaga/
- http://www.complex.com/style/2014/05/star-wars-in-fashion
- http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2015/12/star-wars-fashion
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